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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
stopped being funny in 2019, and is printed each day that classes are in session. Submis-
sions must be sent before our editors shamble into the office for next day publication via 
e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of the 
authors.
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CAMPUS POLLING
As the leading publication on this campus (and as of right now the only one that’s pub-
lished) we find it incredibly important to get a good pulse of our student body and how 
they feel about important and relevant issues in our fast paced world. So the Bullsheet 
sent out our most skilled “field man” : William Kelsey (others may know him as Head 
Writer, friend, or “the coolest person on campus”) out on the scene for the Second 
involvement fair to get the bottom of things. So please enjoy my condensed version of 
William’s sweat and tears - BW

OUR QUESTION: Have you ever seen a Giraffe?

-Betsy Wagner, Managing Editor

Editor’s Note: Before taking any of this info 
to heart we believe it is important for our 

readers to know that this poll only consists 
of ten (10) volunteers. Whether this a reflec-
tion of how uninteresting the Bullsheet table 

looked or a reflection of the poor weather, 
we’re choosing to not think about it too hard.

We next asked our participants to describe a giraffe in just three (3) words. For ease of 
reading, we decided to make a Word Cloud, because wow, those things really are so 
interesting and awesome to look at.
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Long? Tall? This is all that people (our people!) think of giraffes? Woah. After receiv-
ing these distressing results, William Kelsey made a last valiant effort to ask them to 
please, please, for the love of God, write us two (2) lines of a poem about giraffes (and 
let me tell you, a few couldn’t work under this intense pressure). Where here, in the 8th issue of 
Volume 69* of The Bullsheet will be compiled into one unified poem.

Giraffes are fun, giraffes have buns
Giraffes love to sing pretty songs

Majestic as the walk
Treacherous as they trample

I saw you at the zoo
I’m gonna let you out (what that tongue do?)

I used to like giraffes, but now I don’t like giraffes
Nothing rhymes with giraffe

Giraffe, Giraffe, long neck
How I wish I had a long neck

I saw a giraffe at the park, I thought it was about to bark
It looked at me and things started to get dark, so I decided to make myself scarce

Small and it was tall
Giraffe (very tall) tiny Charlotte (small)

Approaches the watering hole
Looks back and forth no danger.

hmmm!

Ooo Ahh!

*Yes, we’re genuinely on our 69th Volume. Good 
thing it’s not the year of the Dog, ammiright!
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Staff “What I think they should change their name to” Box
You’re Mark 
Moller, but 

where’s Mark 
Incisor?

FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION...AGAIN?

INTERESTED IN BEING HOT AND SEXY?

The Bullsheet will be accepting writer applications starting 8/29 
through 9/18. Now is your chance to become an established and 

professional reporter.  

Scan the QR code to access our application. Applications will be 
anonymous this year. Until then, we will accept student 

submissions forever and always. E-mail those to
 bullsheet@denison.edu. 

-Staff

Estella McKitrick hates the band Waco (pronounced Wack-O). Henry McLean… has 
tried Soulja Lean. Luke McMiller really wished they could have tried Soulja Lean. Rea-
gan McMullen flies like an eagle. Katharine McNabb sacre bleu! Are they French!? 
Who knows?! Not me, I don’t know. Shelby McNeal knows. Alexandra Mead is not 
on the volleyball team and would like you to stop trying to recruit them, thank you very 
much. Golda Mehl was kicked off the volleyball team because they were too tall. It just 
wasn’t fair for everyone else. Madeleine Mekari was used as the ball during baseball 
when they were a kid. Yaa Mensah-Asante has seen Monsters, Inc a few too many times. 
Kidus Mersha should be in Kidus Mensa, cause they are Smart AF. Meyer Charlotte 
got their first and last names mixed up on the birth certificate. Siena Michaelis popped 
out of the womb with a bowl of tiramisu in their hand, and to be honest, they haven’t 
changed much since. MacKenzie Milbourn refers to gatorade by their flavors not their 
colors. Afton Milo eats cold Chef Boyarde ravioli straight from the can at 4 in the morn-
ing while walking to Buchannan Bus Station in Glasgow, Scotland. Lu-Si Minnich can 
yodel in old dutch. Anthony Minutillo is vewy small, youwo shwouldn’t huwt thewm 
UwU!! Benjamin Mitchell once threw a baseball through their neighbor’s window when 
they were trying to scare off the random person looking at them from the other side. 
When the window broke there was no one there. Owen Mitchell bought literally every 
single piece of merchandise in the bookstore. Like there’s literally nothing left. Go check, 
if you don’t believe me. Lucien Mobayed is sooooo gullible that they just checked the 
bookstore, gotcha!! Sofia Monteleone washes their sheets once a week for reasons you do 
not want to know, ew! MaKayla Moore wants more. Mark Moore needs more. Rachel 
Moore thirsts for more. Miya Moore demands for more. William Moore has a shortage 
of “more”. Camden Moore is sick of more, and I am too! Isabella Morreale is such a 
Hypebeast. Lucy Morris dropped their HydroFlask down four flights of stairs (in Blair 
Knapp Hall specifically) and everyone in the building got quiet. Jack Morrissey is not 
related. Sarah Motley Crüe. Ellie Muldoon has been mulling over something for days, 
hours, weeks, months, years. Eleanor Murphy is just so dang funny that it’s too much 
pressure for us to write a Freshmen Disorientation for! Isabella Musto is really passion-
ate that you check “Donate Organs” when renewing your driver’s license.  Nickawn 
Namdar just had the sweetest angel fall into their world <3 Robert Neithart
 has truly just the nicest heart, good on you Rob! 


